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the thorny question of the future division of Macedonia^
that the Serbian Premier exclaimed:
Ah! Yes! If, at the same time with the liquidation of
Turkey, the disintegration of Austria could take place, the
solution would be enormously simplified: Serbia would get
Bosnia and Herzegovina, as Rumania would get Transyl-
vania, and we should not have to fear the intervention
of Rumania in our war with Turkey.13^
But M. Geshov's narrative tells relatively little of the
part played by Russia in the long and difficult negotiations
which followed. This can now be traced in detail in the
correspondence of Hartwig and Nekliudov with Neratov
at St. Petersburg.136 These two Russian Ministers at Bel-
grade and Sofia worked indefatigably to smooth out the
mutual jealousies and suspicions of the Serbian and Bul-
garian Ministers toward one another, and to help them in
the almost superhuman task of reaching an agreement as
to the division of spoils to be conquered from Turkey. At
the same time they kept Neratov fully informed of each
step forward in the negotiations. IFiWIIv^ri, Mam^ 13j
1912f Serbia and Bulgariaagreed onjb Treaty an/L^goed jj
By this Treaty of ]\&^T37t§l'2, Serbia* and Bulgaria
mutually guaranteed each other's territory and indepen-
dence, and agreed to support one another in case any of the
•Great Powers should attempt to acquire by force, evea
temporarily, any territory in the Balkans, This protected
Serbia against any attempts of Austria to reoccupy the
Sanjak of Novi Bazar or to seize the parts of Macedonia
and Albania coveted by Serbia. Serbia had hoped in the
early negotiations that the alliance would be primarily
directed against Austria. But Bulgaria had little interest
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